The main problems of computational class field theory deal with the explicit computations of all these objects. Thus, this paper is divided in three parts. In the first part, we explain the computation of Clm (K) and its subgroups, and we explain how to compute the discriminant of the corresponding extension L/K, which is very easy to do once one has the tools for computing Clm(K). In the second part, we explain the three known methods for computing an explicit equation for
In the last part, we give some applications. [4] and [7] we have three problems to solve: given A and l3, compute C (computing a quotient), given Band C, compute A (computing a kernel), and given A and C, compute t3 (computing an extension). Of course it is essential that the maps 0 and 1b be specified explicitly in some way, otherwise the problem does not make sense.
All these problems can be solved very simply using the HNF and SNF algorithms (see [8] [18] , [19] and [10] [20] , [21] and [22] ) that the method has become algorithmically useful.
We consider these methods in turn in a little more detail. The other method is to use directly the Artin map from ideals to the Galois group of the desired extension, and implicitly forget about ramification properties. This method has been introduced by C. Fieker (see [11] ) and is certainly much more efficient in the general case. I refer to his paper for details. Here we describe briefly the first method.
Thus, assume that we want to find a cyclic extension L/K of prime degree I corresponding to a given congruence subgroup (m, C). Thanks to the preceding section, we may assume that (m, C) is minimal, i.e. that it is the conductor of the extension L/K.
To apply Kummer [18] , [19] and [10] . [6] [20] , [21] and [22] (see also [23] and [12] [23] , [12] 
